
By the time you're in your 50s, your kids have

probably left the nest and are starting to

support themselves. You're probably at the

highest income level of your career, and can

really focus now on building your retirement

assets. Financial planning in your 50s is all

about enjoying what you have and looking

forward to an even better few decades to

come. If you are in your 50s, you are hopefully

looking forward to soon reaping the rewards

of your hard work. However, if by this time

you don't have quite the portfolio you'd

always dreamt of having, there's no need to

panic. With some smart moves, you can still

get back on track and enjoy the life you've

spent so many years building.

It is important to remember that just because retirement is
around the corner and the financial forecast appears bleak,
doesn't mean it has to be. There are still ways to ensure that
the golden years are as enjoyable as they are meant to be.

Assess Personal Finances Objectively

One of the advantages of being this close

to retirement is that it is easier to predict

what expenses will be like and what sort

of income can be expected. Many people

who plan for retirement long in advance

end up with estimates that are way off

the mark because they are simply

guessing for an uncertain future. People

that use their proximity to the target can

often hit the nail on the head and set

financial goals that are both realistic and

attainable by using the figures available

to them from current income and

expenses and ofcourse making

adjustments where necessary.

Determine if Financial Retirement

Targets Can Be Met

After developing a retirement plan using

the best information available, it is still

necessary to judge if the targets set can

be achieved and if so, what actions need

to be taken to ensure they are realized.

It might be necessary to ramp up savings

or to make certain lifestyle changes in

order to meet some of the stipulations

set out in the plan.

Reallocate spending

If your children have moved out, or if

you've finished paying for a college

education, mortgage or wedding, redirect

the money you were spending on those

big-ticket items to investing for your post-

work years.

Other Issues to Consider Now

Realistically prepare for more medical

expenses at this age. Don't shy away

from this. Account for them in your

financial planning. Get yourself and your

spouse adequate health coverage not

just for today's prices but tomorrow's as

well. If you think "x" is a suitable amount

for medical expenses today, take a

medical cover of value "3x". This will

ensure that ten to fifteen years later, the

medical cover will remain significant in

the unfortunate event of you needing it.

Medical insurance premiums will be much

lower at this age than 10 years later and

hence it's a good idea to increase your

cover now.



Any financial planning process needs to have clearly
defined goals. In the early years of your working life,
wealth creation is normally the primary objective. This,
however now needs to be altered by keeping retirement
as the main goal. Here's why retirement should become
your most important financial planning objective. Life
expectancy has increased in Pakistan and in general
across the world. You will live longer, but your working
lifespan will remain the same. Your retirement years
could be as long as your working years. If you live up
to 80, you need to plan for at least 20 years before
retirement.
Longer life expectancy also means your medical
expenses tend to increase disproportionately.
Unlike western nations, Pakistan does not have a strong
pension system. Do not entirely rely on government
pension plans to pay for your ret irement.
Inflation in a growing economy can be a real dampener
on your plans. Always account for increasing costs.
Work on your financial plan with retirement in mind.
Speak to your advisor about your pre and post retirement
goals and the lifestyle you wish to maintain post
retirement.
Maximize your current financial assets like real estate,
mutual funds, insurance, etc.

Preparation for retirement
dominates financial
strategies in your 50's.
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Reviewing your asset allocation as you approach retirement
is also important. You still have many years ahead of you,
so you will want to maintain significant exposure to stocks.
Stocks are the only asset class that has consistently outpaced
the purchasing power eroding effects of inflation. However,
you may want to begin reducing your stock allocation in
favor of fixed income and money market instruments to
generate current income for retirement and to reduce your
portfolio's overall volatility.
Another aspect of asset allocation that should not be
overlooked is ensuring that you have adequate cash reserves.
Having to sell long-term investments during a market
downturn to meet an unexpected expense can devastate
your retirement savings. Having adequate cash on hand,
although it lowers your investment returns, gives you the
flexibility to leave your long-term investments in place to
ride out market fluctuations.

Review your portfolio
asset allocation

Reducing debt is also important as you prepare to retire.
Most debt, especially credit cards, charge such high interest
rates that your investment returns cannot consistently
overcome them. The revolving debt effect of credit cards
can rapidly overwhelm your retirement portfolio. Therefore,
eliminating high interest debt is critical to allow your retirement
assets to accumulate and grow.

Reduce your debts

Conduct a comprehensive review of your net worth.

Based on your lifestyle, estimate the money that you will need
at retirement in today's value terms. Plan for about 10 years
of retirement.

Determine the shortfall or excess in today's present value.

Review your monthly expenses to see if you need to make
any adjustments to meet your monthly retirement savings
target.

Review your portfolio in consultation with our financial advisors.
Ensure that it is sufficiently diversified across asset classes.

5 steps to
make the most
of your
finances
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